
TOMLIN ARGUMENT ESSAYS

Data: The facts or evidence used to prove the argument. Claim: The statement being argued (a thesis). Warrants: The
general, hypothetical (and often implicit).

Hook Statement: As with most other types of essays, argumentative essay introduction should attempt to
captivate the reader's interest from the very beginning. This is evidence to support the claim. The warrant may
be simple and it may also be a longer argument, with additional sub-elements including those described below.
You can also see the video on Youtube. Gather of research on both sides of the argument to avoid sounding
biased. Example: The example of the internet has helped interconnect the world like nothing else, created
millions of jobs, and is used by a majority of the population. Should companies market to children? These give
useful categories by which an argument may be analyzed. What objections will your readers have? Arguments
may hence range from strong assertions to generally quite floppy with vague and often rather uncertain kinds
of statement. Virginia has been a university English instructor for over 20 years. Should the government have
a say in our diets? Fact: Is it true or not? Are CEOs paid too much? Are standardized tests a fair reflection of
students skills? Inspire the reader to agree with your argument. State Your Thesis The background should
transition smoothly into your main argument. Source What Is an Argumentative Essay? The model only acts
as a heuristic for constructing an argument, not for writing the paper itself. Do we have a throw-away society?
Argumentative Essay Outline Now that we understand what this type of writing is all about, we can start
putting the pieces of the argumentative essay outline together. Answer them with argument or evidence. Step
4: Concluding Statement: After presenting a defendable claim and supporting it with evidence, end the body
paragraph with a concluding statement.


